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n addition to everything else they do words can be ambassadors of
goodwill spreading the messages of a culture this statement by joseph
lowin the director of cultural services at the national foundation for
mormons
Mormons two houses
jewish culture coincides with the thesis of jews and cormons
cormons
of israel jews need to know more about mormonism and mormons

iin

1

about judaism 131 the authors frank J johnson a mormon high
priest and william J leffler a jewish rabbi undertake to explain the
differences and similarities between their respective religions in a frank and
yet somewhat cordial dialogue apparently the authors have corresponded
with one another since they became friends at dartmouth college in the
late 1940s and early 1950s
195os their book provides a much needed foundation
for the spreading of goodwill between two unique perspectives
the book contains eight alternating chapters on mormonism and
judaism with a ninth devoted to areas of mutual misunderstanding major
topics include the backgrounds of each religion the main religious ideas of
each the respective elements of life and practice and views about the
house of israel both authors explain their own views in the discourse of
their own religious heritage but they are mindful of how those ideas or
expressions will sound in the ears of the other the discussion roams freely
over many topics sometimes revisiting issues hashed out on previous
pages often the reader feels like an eavesdropper listening in on a sometimes blunt conversation between two spirited advocates who are not
much aware of any audience in addition to these chapters there are three
well
weli
weil constructed appendices containing orson hyde s october 1841 dediresponsa
response
onsa
cation of israel a midrash on psalm 9 and the resp
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obviously mormonism and judaism represent two religious paradigms based on distinctly unique presuppositions the different premises
are most evident when the authors compare the view among latter day
saints that truth is absolute with the tendency among jews to view truth as
less than concrete considering the chasm between these opposing perceptions one wonders whether this book can possibly accomplish its primary
mormons and jews better understand one another
objective to help cormons
leffler offers a profound observation judaism is the religion or one
might say the religions of the jewish people i consequently latter day
saints should recognize that leffler writes from the perspective of a modstic or reformed jewish rabbi which he openly acknowledges in the
erni
ernistic
preface this point cannot be overemphasized for much of his interpretation of judaism can in no way be associated with any consensus among all
jews latter day saints can find diverse sets of similarities and differences
by comparing mormonism with orthodox hasidic conservative or
reform judaism for example several fundamental latter day saint doctrines find significant counterparts in certain jewish traditions that are not
apparent in reformed judaism these would include the doctrine of a premortal soul as promulgated in jewish mysticism and the notion of an
anthropomorphic deity as declared in major sections of the hebrew bible
and in some rabbinic literature 2
the two authors disagree on whether the old testament is to be taken
literally a disagreement that supposedly represents a massive stumbling
block between the two faiths leffler takes a critical approach to the
bibie 3 while johnson continually insists that all latter day saints
hebrew bible
view the old testament as both historically and literally correct in all
respects but neither of these views is representative of either religion as a
whole for example rabbi leffler s assessment is a far cry from moses mai
monides
mo nides s eighth article of faith in which the preeminent jewish philosoconides
pher declares the torah is from heaven to wit it must be believed that
the whole of this torah which is in our hands today is the torah that was
brought down to moses or teacher that all of it is from goda
god 304114334 likewise
god4
mormons may be sympathetic in many respects to the critisome faithful cormons
cal approach 5
the authors often fail to grasp these and other fundamental elements
of opposing views within their own religions and they do far too little to
correct these oversights perhaps this only shows how difficult a task the
weli
well intended interlocutory
authors have undertaken even for two weil
interlocutors for
example oversimplifications arise in their discussions on mutually recognized scripture on the translation and interpretation of the scriptures and
on concerns over the historicity of scripture
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cormons falls
aside from these and other stumbling blocks jews and mormons
short of captivating the reader missed opportunities to enrich the conversation between jews and latter day saints abound for example when
leffler cites the rabbinic tradition of a messiah ben joseph the book would
have proved more interesting if johnson had mentioned the latter day
saint scholars who have associated this legend with joseph smith 6 in addition the authors could have focused more on temples since these structures serve a central role in both traditions though admittedly far less so
for reformed jews As one jewish author has recently observed the
liturgy and the bible the classical sources that are accessible to every
jew point to the centrality of the temple in jewish thought 1177 accordingly their discussion would have benefited from a comparison of the
teachings of joseph smith and the similar rabbinic tradition found in
louis ginzberg s legends of the jews
god was indeed anxious to have a sanctuary erected to him it was the
condition on which he led them the israelites out of egypt yea in a cer
tain sense the existence of all the world depended on the construction of
the sanctuary for when the sanctuary had been erected the world stood
firmly founded whereas until then it had always been swaying hither and
added
thither emphasis added8

significantly joseph smith held a remarkably similar view what was
the object of gathering the jews or the people of god in any age of the
world
the main object was to build unto the lord a house whereby he
could reveal unto his people the ordinances of his house and the glories of
his kingdom emphasis added 9
cormons represents a
notwithstanding its shortcomings jews and mormons
worthwhile and noteworthy attempt at open dialogue between two distinct
religious traditions religion is an answer to man s ultimate questions
writes the distinguished jewish philosopher abraham joshua heschel the
moment we become oblivious to ultimate questions religion becomes
mormons serves as an
irrelevant and its crisis sets in 10 the book jews and cormons
attempt to explain the answers to these ultimate questions
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